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About This Content
All new content in an all new strategic adventure: Play as elves and defend against hordes of demons. All new units, enemies,
buildings, map and music. Introducing spells and magic into the world of Grim Nights. A colourful experience packed with
action.
- 11 elven buildings.
- 8 elven units.
- 8 demon mobs.
- 3 demon bosses.
- New portraits for units and mobs.
- New music.
- Roughly 5-6 hours of new game play.
- New achievements.
So, yeah, cool stuff! Hope you like it =)
Also, a fair warning: This DLC will be difficult to beat, just as the original game. You are almost guaranteed to lose a few times.
You might get frustrated and perhaps angry. Even on the "beginner setting" this won't be easy. Part of the game is trial and error
learning.
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I loved this dlc. (wish it had more maps tho)
It's a bit more of a challenge then the original game. And gives you some more advanced gameplay\/strategies
How to start\/play the dlc (in case it will continue to be a problem): Go to your steam Library and right click on the original
Grim Nights then you can chose to play Elven Curse. I loved this dlc. (wish it had more maps tho)
It's a bit more of a challenge then the original game. And gives you some more advanced gameplay\/strategies
How to start\/play the dlc (in case it will continue to be a problem): Go to your steam Library and right click on the original
Grim Nights then you can chose to play Elven Curse. I loved this dlc. (wish it had more maps tho)
It's a bit more of a challenge then the original game. And gives you some more advanced gameplay\/strategies
How to start\/play the dlc (in case it will continue to be a problem): Go to your steam Library and right click on the original
Grim Nights then you can chose to play Elven Curse
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